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Roots of American Sustainable Cities:
An Analysis of “as-designed” and “as-built” conditions in John Nolen’s American Garden City
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Introduction:

The English Garden City movement, advocated by Ebenezer Howard and designed
by Raymond Unwin was one of the earliest reactions to the environmental
degradation and placelessness of the European Industrial City circa 1900.

The flagship Garden Cities, Letchworth and Welwyn served as laboratory and
prototype for the Garden City principles and conditions illustrated by Unwin in
“Town Planning in Practice” published in 1909.  The ideal of the Garden City, as

implemented by Ebenezer Howard used common land ownership, limited profit

sales agreements, controls over building size, location, materials and style as limits

on property owners rights to preserve key aspects of the overall place.

John Nolen (1869 - 1937) was one of the earliest American adopters of the Garden
City ideal. His landscape architecture and planning firm in Cambridge, Massachu-
setts designed hundreds of new towns and subdivisions across the United States
between 1910 and 1934. Most of these plans were developed from Raymond
Unwin’s principles and conditions to fit the unique cultural landscape of the
emerging American middle class. Place making was one of the central principles of
the Garden City. Place at multiple scales, town, neighborhood, and street distin-
guished the Garden City from the monotonous and chaotic landscape of most cities.

This paper will present an analysis of the “as designed” and “as built” conditions of
two projects designed in the early 1920’s and “built-out” in the competitive post-
depression economy of the 1930’s. The projects are the result of John Nolen’s
unique transformation of Garden City in Mariemont, Ohio and at Windsor Farms, in
Richmond Virginia.

A unique characteristic of the planned communities and subdivisions by John Nolen

is that they demonstrate the long-term potential of integrating landscape architec-

ture, architecture and planning in constructing an infrastructure supporting place

making during build-out phases occuring decades later.

Developing place anchors required a design basis for planning at the town, district

and at the neighborhood scale. It meant rethinking free market development

practices and an individual’s property rights of style and expression in the

scientifically planned city. The Garden City controls on profit, ownership, and

architectural expression would have to be transformed to meet the American

individuals expectation of absolute freedom. Mariemont is the flagship American

Garden City and was developed with some limited profit properties a broad mix of

incomes, a complete community infrastructure linked by mass transit to

Cincinnati’s center and a consistent look and feel resulting from Nolens recommen-

dations to the developer of a pool architects having a similar outlook. Windsor

Farms would become a further transformation of the Garden City, the Garden

Suburb, a hybrid of  free market property rights (no design review boards) overlaid

on a design fabric of commonly held property to achieve the spatial qualities of the

American Garden City without the social controls envisioned by Howard.
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Mariemont, Ohio

John Nolen was the leading town planner in America when he met Mr. Charles
Lovingood, a representative of Mary Emery, widow of a successful Cincinnati
businessman and developer during the 1920’s. Since 1915, Lovingood, a longtime
student of the Garden City movement, had been acquiring lands around the
crossroads of the Wooster and Plainville Pikes, East of Cincinnati for what was to
become Mary Emery’s largest act of philanthropy, the construction of a model new
town, “Mariemont - A National Exemplar.” Ultimately, Lovingood’s land acquisi-
tion would encompass 365 acres to be developed into 759 house lots.1

Mariemont was to have all the hallmarks of the European garden cities Lovingood
had visited: modern places to work, ample reservation of open space for public use,
residential districts for workmen’s families, a hotel, hospital, district heating plant,
commuter rail station, model farm, schools and churches all within a comfortable
walking distance of each other. (Fig. 1)

The design took the “build-out” process into consideration in two ways: first, one
section of the plan, Dale Park, (Figs. 2 - 8) was designed for the workingmen and

Figure 1. 1921 plan for Mariemont by John Nolen

Dale Park district: workingmen’s
housing

Old Town, hotel, shops, offices

School grounds

Wooster Pike

Dogwood park on Whiskey Creek

“face the intersection”

Hospital and Convalescent Home

Town Square center

Town Hall

Plainville Pike

“axial termination”

Miami River Concourse

Riverfront parklands
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their families as a kind of miniature version of the full development, second, the
careful design of lot locations and graphic suggestions for house siting at key
intersections in the town. The Dale Park and Old Town district included attached
housing,  a school, shops and apartments. Many of these properties were owned by
the Mariemont Corporation in order to control housing costs and maintain a unified
exterior appearance.

The Dale Park district received the same or perhaps a bit more care and attention to
design than the single-family detached neighborhoods of Mariemont. Careful
attention to the experience of walking in the district yielded street views terminated
by the school or a prominent gable end, variable setbacks to enhance the perspec-
tive and width of the streets, and taller masses projecting into front yard setbacks to
formed gateways to “hold” the street space. Where group or attached housing was
developed, group garages were also developed off of paved narrow lanes separating
the housing from large greenspaces used as allotment gardens. Notable architects
such as Clinton McKenzie and Louis Jellade from New York, Charles Cellarius
from Cincinnati, and Lois Howe & Eleanor Manning from Boston were retained to
construct the housing, commercial space and the neighborhood church. Traditional
styles were used in an effort to make this new town seem older and well estab-
lished. Louis Jellade went so far as to travel to England, purchase an Cistercian
tithe barn in Calcot, remove the roof slates and have them shipped to Mariemont for
installation on the Mariemont Memorial Church in Dale Park.

Figure 2. Attached housing at
Cherry and Maple St.

Figure 3. Parking garages between
Cherry St. and Allotment garden

Figure 4. Cherry St. termination at
Beech St. Figure 5. Excerpt from the 1921 plan showing the Dale Park district and Old Town square.

Figure 8. View of the Old Town
Square as built.

Figure 7. Termination of Cherry
Street at Dale Park School

Figure 6. Termination of Cherry
Street at Maple Street housing
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Mariemonts Town Center: (Figs. 9-11)

The Town Center district received equal attention to detail. It was programmed to be
the lively hub of the new town.  Plans called for extensive development of mixed
use buildings having hotels, theatres, retail, and professional office space with
apartments above. This commercial center would have filled two sides of the center,
the remaining two sides would have been massed out with the town hall, fire station,
church, community building and a museum. The village green and town square
itself are shown separating the commercial from the institutional buildings in the
town center.

The financial stress of the great depression of 1929 reduced the ambitious program
and significantly slowed the build-out of the town center. The town hall became a
multiple use civic building and housed the community center and museum
functions. The failure to build the remaining civic components gave the unexpected
benefit of introducing a significant forested park into the center. Recent commercial
construction in Mariemont closely conforms to the architecture and massing of the
original center buildings, a testament to the ideas of the John Nolen and the town
center plan.

Figure 11. Mariemont Town Hall

Figure 10. Panorama of Mariemont Town Square as built.

Figure 9. Excerpt from 1921 plan Mariemont Town Center district
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In the context of Mariemont and Windsor Farms, the integration of landscape

architecture, architecture and planning make design-for-place a natural quality that

sets these new towns apart from many other land developments of the times. The

consensus understanding of place seems to be a location distinguished from other

locations by its differences in visual character from its surroundings.

The office of John Nolen employed a unique overlay of formal/axial street patterns

from the City Beautiful movement and the informal, curvilinear street patterns of

the Garden City movement  beginning approximately 1912. The intersections of

major and minor streets predominantly become the place making figures while the

streets between the intersections play the role of ground.

Mariemont’s Neighborhood districts: Seeding “place”
While the key plan elements, Dale Park, Old Town, and the Town Center were all
developed and owned by the development corporation to insure the build-out
conformed to the overall visual character being pursued by Nolen and Livingood,
the neighborhood districts were to be largely developed by owner-builders. Notable
exceptions to the owner-builder models were what Nolen and Livingood called the
“places” in the plan. These places were locations on the plan where a black square
or rectangle was drawn on lot or group of lots, frequently with centerlines to
suggest both orientation and axial alignment for the builders. The first “places”
constructed were at the ends of short streets on loop roads with broad medians.
Albert and Sheldon Place were intended as quiet off-the-road neighborhoods.
Grosvenor Atterbury, a prominent New York architect and Robert McGoodwin from
Philadelphia designed the houses on Sheldon Place and Albert Place respectively.
The Albert place houses were whitewashed brick, and were joined together with
low walls that concealed garages and service spaces while unifying the small
development. (Figs. 12-15)

In addition to these formally named “places” appearing on the plan, Nolen’s firm
indicated numerous axially located black squares and rectangles. Millard Rogers
refers these as “arbitrarily scattered on lots”2 but it is clear to most designers, the
short lines extending through these black squares are intended to represent a
centerline or axis of symmetry through the mass. In all, Nolen’s firm indicated
nineteen of these orientation guides for single houses at Mariemont. (Figs. 16-21)

The origins of these orientation guides lie in the work of Raymond Unwin. Unwin’s
book, “Town Planning in Practice” is a heavily illustrated guide to refining a
scientifically derived plan using the artistic principles of planning that Unwin
substantially learned from Camillo Sitte’s studies of medieval urban spaces. Unwin
termed these refined experiential conditions “street pictures” and included plan and
perspective illustrations to demonstrate the effectiveness of each in distinguishing a
place from the background.

Fig. 19. Intersection of Cachepit &
Hammerstone

Fig. 20. Intersection of Fieldhouse
& Denny

Fig. 21. Intersection of Fieldhouse
& West

Fig. 18. Intersection of Midden Way
& Pleasant Street

Fig. 17. Hammerstone Termination
at Flintpoint

Fig. 15. Albert Place connecting
wall shielding utility spaces from

entry

Fig. 14. Albert Place, attached
duplex centered on median axis

Fig. 13. Median Strip at Albert
Place Entrance

Fig. 12. Sheldon Place showing
building mass centered on the axis
of symmetry for the street space /

median

Fig. 16 (left) Albert and Sheldon
Place
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Figure 22. Unwin, Town
Planning in Practice: view
framing at entry (p.322)

Places are nested in a hierarchy to reveal successive layers of distinction and

simultaneously remain figures in each layer. “My corner” may be found in a larger

ground, the “my school” neighborhood, while both are figures in the larger ground

of “my town.”

The goal of physically planning street width, lot dimension and location, landscape,

and architectural character is to allow a person to sense “a particularly agreeable

location in the urban scene which is treasured in memory and to which there is a

desire to return.”3

What are the ideas behind the establishment of “place” in the suburbs emerging

after the turn of the century? Was “place” an issue at all? What profession was

responsible for preparing the ground for “place?” What profession was responsible

for following through? What were individual property owner’s duties when it came

to “place?”

Raymond Unwin: early ideas on place making in towns.

Sir Raymond Unwin, a leader in the Planning and Garden City movements

described a number of design-related planning considerations in his 1909 book,

“Town Planning in Practice.”4

“Much of the picturesqueness of old Gothic towns springs from the

narrowness of the streets. Not only does this narrowness give the sense

of completeness and enclosure to the pictures in the streets themselves,

but it is much easier with such narrow streets to produce the effect of

enclosure in a place into which they may lead. Where roads are wide and

bounded by small buildings, the definite street effect is apt to be lost

altogether, the relation between the two sides is not sufficiently grasped,

and on such roads some quite different effects may need to be worked

out, if they are to be successful.”2  (Fig. 22)

“We have seen in speaking of places and squares how important to the

effect is a sense of enclosure, the completion of the frame of buildings;

and much the same applies to street pictures.”5

Unwin clearly recognized the necessity for design of the spatial enclosure and

sequence of release into urban places. Place, in his examples is represented by

abrupt enlargements of the space formed by the street such that it is possible to

perceive that one is not in a linear space suggestive of motion, but in a place made

for pause. Unwin specifically illustrated the planning principles underpinning these

picturesque streets in “Town Planning In Practice,” Chapter Nine “Of Plots and the

Placing of Buildings.” He illustrates in plan and perspective the effect of manipulat-

ing the location and orientation of buildings relative to adjacent buildings and the

street. (Fig. 23, 24) Unwin’s examples addressed three general conditions:
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• intersections

• street space between intersections

• visual control of sight lines on curving streets.

Unwin used plan diagrams and perspective sketches to illustrate various ways of

working with these conditions. He consistently sought to maintain the uniformity of

roof-lines and the visual enclosure of the street. He used building mass to contain

the street space and then released it in carefully considered locations to yield the

maximum spatial impact. He emphasized the group house, or attached type of row

house, to overcome the space-defining limitations of single family detached houses.

As he put it, “In residential districts one of the greatest difficulties to be contended

with is the constant multiplication of buildings too small in scale to produce

individually an effect on the road, and every opportunity should be taken to group

buildings so that units may be produced of larger scale. Even where it is not

possible to avoid much repetition of semi-detached or detached houses, they should

be arranged to give some sense of grouping.”5

Unwin as both architect and planner saw a critical overlap between landscape

architecture and the architecture professions: “...especially where it is possible for

the site planner to be in touch with the designer of the buildings, much may be done

to produce interest and variety in the street pictures, while at the same time

maintaining the general sense of unity which is usually so wanting in modern

suburban roads.”6  For Unwin the appropriate allocation of areas for public use, road

width, and control of land use was not alone sufficient  to make a town.

Buildings are the space-bounding elements in Unwin’s examples. In the European

Fig. 23, 24. Examples of
Raymond Unwin’s place-
making principles at the scale of
a city block: circled from left to
right:
• the block entry condition
• the midblock street space
• the “tee” axial termination
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model of the village, upon which Unwin based his principles, the urban street was

built to such a density that the streets were  bounded by the  nearly continuous walls

of adjacent buildings. One may conclude that while Unwin’s design goals for the

carefully constructed picturesque were clearly a source for the designs by John

Nolen and his firm, a significant transformation of design elements was necessary

to apply these principles to the lower density American suburb. (Fig. 25)

Nolen’s office employed  carefully sited architectural elements in concert with

masses of large shade trees to define the street space to a degree similar to that

proposed by Unwin. Like Unwin, Nolen paid particular attention to making public

place at intersections. (Figs. 26, 27) Using “T”, “X”, and “+” shaped intersection,

Nolen and his associate Philip W. Foster carefully located lot lines to encourage

centering  building mass on the street to define street space  formally. Indeed, Nolen

and Foster went even further in some projects, drawing the axis of symmetry on the

plan and suggesting the orientation of building masses to heighten the spatial effect.

The most clear examples of this practice by Nolen and Foster can be found in

drawings for the Mariemont (1921)  new town outside of Cincinnati, Ohio. The

design and planning of Mariemont occurred just prior to the Windsor Farms project.

At Mariemont, Nolen had a high level of control over the selection and practices of

the town landscape architect, lead architect, and participating architects. As a result,

commercial and institutional buildings that  were constructed are in close

conformance to the suggestions for axial siting and space definition contained on

Nolen’s plans. (Fig. 30, 31) The residential districts were not constructed in close

conformance  to Nolen’s plans. The July 1921 plan for Mariemont contained design

intentions for 19 of the 20 proposed residential street intersections. Air photos

indicate, and site surveys confirm that only two of those intersections were fully

constructed as designed. (Fig. 28, 29) Since few of the suggestions Nolen’s

drawings contain are present in the “as-built” Mariemont so the overall impact or

consequence of his plan at the scale of the street is difficult to assess.

Figure 25. Examples of John Nolen’s place-making principles for public housing in
Elizabethton, TN circled from left to right:
• the block entry condition
• the midblock street space

Figure 26. Comparison of Raymond
Unwin’s site planning suggestion
for terminating visual axis created
by streets (above) and Nolen/
Fosters axial termination through
siting/massing recommendation at
the termination of Hammerstone
Way at Flintpoint Avenue in
Mariemont, OH. (below)

Figure 27. Comparison of Raymond
Unwin’s site planning suggestion
for making a public “place” at an
intersection (above) and Nolen/
Fosters siting/massing recommenda-
tion at the intersection of Midden
Way and Pleasant Street in
Mariemont, OH. (below)
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In the Virginia and Florida projects that followed Mariemont, Nolen and Foster had

less institutional control over  residential siting and planting, but did possess control

over the space of the intersections and the termination of visual axes through careful

design and layout of the lot lines. Windsor Farms provides additional evidence for

this assertion.

Windsor Farms

The Windsor Farms project is a 442 acre development with 448 saleable lots

immediately West of downtown Richmond, Virginia designed by John Nolen and

Associates in 1924 for the T.C. Williams development company.

Two drawings (ink on linen) of the Windsor Farms development survive and are in

the Nolen collection of the Kroch Memorial Library at Cornell University. The first

plan is dated June 1924 and the second is dated November 1924. The Nolen

collection contains no correspondence referring to either the early plan, or the

client’s perceptions of strengths and weaknesses that resulted in the revised plan.

Figure 28. Hammerstone Way
termination at Flintpont Road in
Mariemont, Ohio. Architect or builder
recognized the lot’s relation to the street
and responded with a prominent gable
elevation to visually end Hammerstone
Way.  Above as built, below as drawn by
Nolen

Figure 29. Termination of Chestnut
St. at Beech St.  in Mariemont,
Ohio. The Architect, Charles
Cellaius recognized the site as the
visual termination of Chestnut
Street and responded with a gabled
portico. Above as built, below, as
drawn by Nolen

Figure 31. “Mariemont Concourse” intersection of Center St. and Miami Bluff Drive  in
Mariemont, Ohio. Above left as drawn by Nolen, above as built. The as-drawn condition
shows larger setbacks on houses flanking Center St. to help define the circular space. Park as
built is semi-circular with no setback variation in the houses flanking Center St.

Figure 30. “Old Town” intersection
of Oak and Chestnut streets in
Mariemont, Ohio. Strong street
space definition by the mixed use
building masses. Far right as built,
right, as drawn by Nolen
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The overall plan: (Fig. 34)

The June and November 1924 plans (Fig. 32, 33) each share a road structure

characterized by overlain diagonals and cross axial roads upon two strong oval

concentric roads. The 442 acre site is located on a bluff overlooking the James river

in Richmond and is bounded by Carey Street on the North, South Locke Lane on

the West, the James River bluff on the South, and route 76 / interstate 195 on the

East.

As in many of the subdivision and new town designs by the Nolen firm, there is a

clear hierarchy of width and amenity visible in the road types. Both schemes are

anchored by a central greenspace.  The major street extending from the green north

to Carey St. is Windsor Way. The major street extending south from the green to the

river bluff is Wakefield Boulevard, and the major street extending from the eastern

to the western property edge is Dover Road. Each scheme shows diagonal roads

extending to the northwest and northeast from the center green . The Northwest

diagonal is Coventry Road, and the Northeast diagonal is Exeter Road. The

concentric ring roads are a significant difference between the two schemes. Three

concentric rings are shown between the central green and the bluff in the June

scheme, and two in the November scheme. The inner most ring road today is

Oxford Circle which bounds the inner green space. The outer most ring road today

Figure. 34. Windsor Farms aerial view 1996

Figure 32. June 1924 Windsor
Farms Plan

Figure 33. November 1924 Windsor
Farms Plan
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is named Sulgrave road until it meets the southwestern diagonal (Avon road) where

it changes from Sulgrave to Berkshire, and remains Berkshire for it’s full extent to

Cary Street. Where Sulgrave meets the southeastern diagonal (Hathaway Road) its

name changes to Cantebury Rd which it remains until its intersection with Carey

St.. On the eastern side of the development, Nottingham Road, is a remnant of the

third ring road and on the western side, Banbury Rd. is also a remnant of the third

ring road.

The June 1924 plan:

The June plan (Fig. 35)  shows a site for a church to be constructed at the western

edge of the property, Dover Road is made to meet South Locke Lane in an enlarged

“Y” intersection, forming the church site which would also form a visual

termination to Dover Road from the east, and make a strong gateway entry from the

west.

Battery Park, an historic civil war gun emplacement is reserved as parkland in both

schemes. This June scheme reserves more land in front of the earthworks for the

battery than the November scheme.

A cul-de-sac is shown falling midway between the southwest diagonal road (Avon)

and the main east-west road (Dover) in the June scheme. The cul-de-sac is shown

Figure 35. June 1924 Windsor Farms Plan

Battery Park

Locke Lane Church

Avon Road Tennis Courts

Neighborhood Center:
Shops
School
Church
Library
Bank
Community Hall
Service Garage
Gardens
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having a large green median in front of four tennis courts. A cul-de-sac is similarly

shown in the southwest quadrant of the scheme, having a small green as its median,

but no other public amenity.

In the northwest and northeast quadrants, small triangular “backyard” greens result

from the lots fronting on the diagonal roads. These greens are shown as tennis

courts with small public walks connecting them to the streets.

The center of the concentric ring roads holds the major public amenities. Churches,

Schools, and shops were all proposed for the central space in the plan. Strong visual

relationships establish the positions of the church and school, arranged on the east

and west sides of the Windsor Way boulevard termination (a hexagonal garden with

central rectangular pool) parallel to Dover road. (Fig. 35a) Across Dover Road, a

solid block identified as “stores” on the western side, “hall” in the center and

“shops” on the eastern side receive  and terminate the Windsor Way visual axis. The

center of the block, labeled as “hall” has a recess, roughly as wide as the Windsor

Way boulevard. The adjacent stores and shops are wrapped slightly around the

corners of the southeast and southwest diagonal roads. Directly behind the block of

shops is a space labeled “public lawn” which is flanked by eight tennis courts, in

two groups of four fronting on the southeastern and southwestern diagonal roads.

Neighborhood centers (Figs. 57 - 58) such as this were frequently proposed by

Nolen’s office, but were less frequently constructed. This may be due to a
misunderstanding between the developers expectation, i.e. Nolen will lay out streets
and lots for residential neighborhoods, and Nolen’s expectation, i.e. “this developer
retained my firm to plan a neighborhood that will offer residents ready access to
shops for daily needs, schools and churches.” Mariemont has the strongest example

of a constructed neighborhood center, while the many such developments shown on

the various drawings for Kingsport Tennessee and Nokomis, Florida  failed to

materialize. At Windsor Farms the neighborhood center was significantly reduced

between the June and November plans. The November neighborhood center

retained the school, church, some shops and tennis courts, most of which was not

constructed.

Spatial and Place enhancing conditions - “as-built”

The design of the Windsor Farms subdivision as we see it today is clearly visible in

each scheme, but neither plan represents the development as we find it today.

Comparing the November 1924 plan and the “as-built” Windsor Farms neighbor-
hood reveals significant similarities and some notable differences.

Project boundaries are substantially the same today as in 1924. (Fig. 36) Carey
Street forms the major boundary to the north, the bluffs overlooking the James

Figure 35a. Windsor Common
plan. November 1924 Windsor

Farms;
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River from the boundary to the south and Lock Lane to the west. This eastern
boundary  was a railroad right of way on the 1924 plan. It has developed since into
State Route 76, the Powhite Expressway / Norfolk & Western railroad right of way.
A minor change from the 1924 plan is the loss of a small triangular parcel cut-off
from the main development that on Nolen’s November drawing is labeled as
“School or Institution.” It appears that this parcel was subsumed into the right of
way for the expressway.  While this isolated the Windsor Farms development from
the neighborhood to the east, Nolen showed a bridge connecting the major East/
West street in Windsor Farms (Dover Road) to Idlewood Avenue, attaching the
development to the city.  This bridge does not exist today, leaving the Windsor
Farms neighborhood linked to Richmond proper only on the North and West edges.

Streets and street pattern: (Fig. 36)
The strong centralized plan form shown in the June and November drawings was
substantially realized in the “as-built” scheme. This center green is surrounded by
two concentric ring roads. Oxford Circle is the innermost, while the outermost ring
is variously called Berkshire, Sulgrave, or Cantebury road depending on which side
of the southern axis one is driving. Two strong diagonals, Exeter road (to the
Northeast) and Coventry road (to the Northwest) connect the center green space
with Carey street to the North. Two minor diagonals, Avon road (to the Southwest)
and Hathaway Road (to the Southeast) connect the center green to the outermost

Figure 36. Current Street names in  Windsor Farms “as - built”
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ring road. The center green is the origin for Windsor Way, the major boulevard
extending North to Carey Street. Wakefield Boulevard is the major street extending
South between Oxford Circle and the outer ring road (Sulgrave Road.) The major
East-West Street is Dover Road which extends from the West boundary at Lock
Lane to the East boundary at the Route 76 right of way. Numerous small streets are
developed off these major streets.

The hierarchy of street rights-of-way  closely corresponded to the formal street
pattern. Windsor Way, the boulevard connecting Windsor Common in the center of
the plan to Carey Street to the North is the widest street in the plan. The right-of-
way for Windsor Way is one hundred and forty feet in width making it the widest in
the development. Next widest is Dover road, the major east-west street, at eighty
feet wide. Wakefield Road, falling on the central North-South axis and connecting
the central ring road, Oxford Circle with the outermost ring road (variously
Berkshire, Sulgrave, and Cantebury Roads) is also eighty feet in width.  The major
diagonal roads, Coventry and Exeter both have a sixty foot right-of-way, while the
minor diagonals, Avon and Hathaway, are a fifty foot right-of-way. The smallest
right-of-way, forty feet, belongs to Clovelly Road, Long Lane, and St. David’s
Lane.

Non-Residential functional placement: (Fig. 37, 38)

The November 1922 plan had revised the June plan primarily by reducing the
number and size of public and semi-public sites. The June plan used critical
intersections of the primary axis and locations where the primary axis intersected
the site boundary as locations for public schools and library functions, and semi
public (shops, arcades, churches, banks) functions. The November plan reduced
public functions to the school on Windsor Common and  the parcel across the
railroad right of way labeled as “school or institution” and reduced the semi public
functions to the church and shops on Windsor Common.

The Battery Park, Windsor Green and other small green medians were similarly
reduced in number and size between the June and November plans indicating the
developers concern for increasing the proportion of residential land available for
sale. The June scheme for the 444 acre site had been initially platted as 507 lots, not
including parks, greens, public, or semi-public parcels. The November scheme
reduced this saleable number of lots to 448, slightly increasing the average lot size.

Figure 38. Nov. 1924  Windsor Farms
public and semi-public functional sites

(lighter tone) and public greens

Figure 37. June 1924  Windsor Farms
public and semi-public functional sites

(lighter tone) and public greens
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The New and the Olde: Constructing respectability.

Windsor Farms was built upon the family farm lands of William Dandridge, nephew
to Martha Washington. The site of Dandridge’s homestead was shown as a special
reserve on both the June and November plans. A new home was constructed on the
homestead site, within the brick garden walls, at the terminus of Calycanthus
Avenue in 1945. “Windsor” the original homestead site for the 600 acre farm of
which Windsor Farms was a part was honored by both the June and November 1921
plans by Nolen and Foster by preserving the immediate homestead site as a large
intact lot and making it the axial termination of Calycanthus street. (figure 41, 42)
Dover Road runs on the South boundary of the homestead lot. Dover Road
terminates at the Western boundary of Windsor Farms, Lock Lane. In the June 1921
plan, a church site was proposed in the triangular median at this intersection. The
“as-built” condition is very similar to the November plan revision, being a simple
triangular green median.

In addition to the “Windsor” homestead of William Dandridge, the Windsor Farms
property included an historic Civil War artillery battery site. This site, developed in
both schemes as “Battery Park” is primarily a wooded earthwork formation with
steeply sloping embankments. Given these two elements of a historic landscape, the
developers sought to intensify the historic character of the development, perhaps in
an effort to take the newness out of Windsor Farms and lend a bit of historic
respectability to any family building a home on the property. Both plans for
Windsor Farms include oversized parcels abutting the river labelled as “special
estate.” On one estate, the “Virginia House,” formerly Warwich priory in England
was reconstructed in 1925. (Fig.46) A second “special estate” parcel became the
site of a reproduction of Sulgrave Manor, the ancestral home of George
Washington’s family in England, constructed for a Mrs. Weddell. 6   A third such
“special estate” became the site of Agecroft Hall, a 15th century Tudor manor house
disassembled in England and reassembled at Windsor Farms. (Fig. 47) Connecting
the development to the colonial and English cultural origins of the Eastern United
States allowed Nolen to extend Unwin’s nostalgic architectural approach of garden
cities such as Letchworth to his own projects. There must have been some appeal in
this for developers as well, perhaps as a device to “establish” the suburban
development culturally.

Further evidence of the “olde” can be seen in the bus shelter constructed at the
terminus of Windsor Way at Carey Street. (Fig. 39 - 40) The bus stop is constructed
out of very roughly formed timber framing, and irregular slate roofing. While
correspondence in the Nolen Collection at Cornell University reveals the purchase
and removal of medieval English building components to have been used by
developers in Mariemont, the presence of nails in the construction suggests the bus
stop was constructed in the 1920’s. It was not a structure that was dis-assembled in Figure 40. Bus stop at Carey St.

and Windsor Way, overall view.

Figure 39. Bus stop from
Windsor Way looking to Carey
St.
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England and re-assembled in America to lend an air of time and dignity to a new
development. This medieval-revival style building may have been the result of field
orders given by Phillip Foster.

Nolen and Foster had built a similar small structure in Mariemont to house
archeological artifacts uncovered during it’s construction. That small structure was
revived with in the Spanish revival style for the Venice, Florida project as a
bandstand. These small structures may have been an effort by Nolen to suggest an
architectural character to the builders and designers who would substantially
establish the character of developments such as Windsor Farms during the build-out
phase of the project.

Unlike the 1922 Mariemont Ohio new town project, Nolen had no formal role in the
selection of architects for, the siting of, the overall style or character of the houses
built in Windsor Farms. The variety of one and two story houses varying from Cape
Cod to Colonial style seems to have worried Nolen during the early construction. In
a letter to Henry Morse, a New Jersey architect working on the house for T.C.
Williams (developer of Windsor Farms) Nolen expressed concern for the architec-
tural progress of the development as a whole. He complemented Morse on his work
for Williams and sent him a brochure on Mariemont, citing it as an example of
following through on the character of the plan. Nolen was perhaps hoping Morse
would advocate a controlled approach to style and design in Windsor Farms in the
course of his conversations with T.C. Williams about the house. Ultimately no
architect was chosen for the Windsor Farms development and each property owner
was left substantially free to build a house in any style, massing, and location
within the given lot setbacks.

Figure 44. Looking South down
Calycanthus Road towards axial

termination at “Windsor”

Figure 45. Calycanthus Road
termination at “Windsor”

Figure 47. Agecroft Hall, a
reconstructed 15th century
Tudor manor house.

Figure 46. Virginia House, a
reconstructed 12th century
English Priory.

Figure 42. Dover Road termination at
Lock Lane below “Windsor” the original
homestead site.

Figure 41. November 1924 plan showing
Calycanthus Road termination at
Windsor homestead site. (red square
above) Dover Road termination at Lock
Lane (red rectangle below)

Figure 43. Historic marker outside of the
“Windsor” homestead
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As-Built Conditions:

Visiting Windsor Farms today, one would note the close conformance between the
“as-built” condition and many aspects of the November 1922 plan. This section of
the paper will observe some of the key elements of the November 1922 plan,
observe the conformance of the element “as-built” and as last drawn.

The key plan elements observed are: (Fig. 48)
• Windsor Way, the main North-South boulevard connecting Carey Street to

Windsor Common.
• Windsor Common, the central green at Windsor Farms
• Wakefield Boulevard, the North-South boulevard connecting Oxford Circle to

Sulgrave/Berkshire Road
• Calycanthus Road’s terminus at Windsor House (Lilac Lane)
• Calycanthus Road’s terminus at Carey Street
• The terminus of Gun Club Road at Tomacee Street
• Berkshire and Coventry Boulevards from Carey Street to Cambridge Road
• The Exeter Street Park

The later “build-out” phases for Nolen and Foster’s Mariemont, Ohio project
overlaps the Windsor Farms project by three years or so. As was often the case in
Mariemont, (contract begun 1911, contract completion 1925) design of the
individual lots and control of building placement on the lots was a primary method
for assuring that the “build-out” phase of the project would be consistent with the
planned spatial character of streets. (Figs. 50 - 532) Nolen understood the primary
role streets play in establishing the character of a place. Nolen criticized the grid
plan city for its endless vistas and inherent impersonal quality.  The plan for
Mariemont skillfully combined curvilinear, diagonal, and grid structures to prevent
the endless open vista. As Unwin demonstrated, the curvilinear street created vistas
that were always changing and limited to the length of the curve’s tangent from
traffic lane to the front of the buildings. Nolen was not able to replicate the building
massing that provided Unwin with fully bounded spatial “street pictures” and so
employed large shade trees to provide the primary spatial boundary of the street.
Building at Mariemont provided a secondary spatial enclosure for street and public
spaces. As such, the centerline of the house or building would often be included on
the plan, and frequently the general plan mass would be shown. These hints were
backed up by design review guidelines at Mariemont which limited style, material,
and site location.

No such guidance or limitations appear on the drawings for Windsor Farms, in fact
no drawings dated after the November, 1922 drawings are to be found in the Nolen
archives. There are references in the correspondence files to additional design work
undertaken by associate Phillip Foster from the Jacksonville office, however, the
Nolen archives do not include them.
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• The Coventry Boulevard
from Carey Street to
Cambridge Road

• The Exeter Street Park
• The terminus of Gun

Club Road at Tomacee
Street

• Wakefield Boulevard, the
North-South boulevard
connecting Oxford
Circle to Sulgrave/
Berkshire Road

• Windsor Way, the main
North-South boulevard
connecting Carey Street
to Windsor Common.

• Windsor Common, the
central green at Windsor
Farms

• Berkshire Boulevards
from Carey Street to
Cambridge Road

• Calycanthus Road’s
terminus at Carey Street

• Calycanthus Road’s
terminus at Windsor
House (Lilac Lane)

Figure 48. Major elements of Windsor Farms plan as built.
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Figure 51. “Face the intersec-
tion”

Figure 53. “Splitlot termination”

Figure 50. “Street room”

Figure 52. “Axial termination”

Without explicit indications on the drawings, the more subtle and complex spatial
conditions (inspired by Unwin) found at Mariemont are not to be found in great
quantity at Windsor Farms. I have characterized these conditions as:

• “face the intersection” a condition where houses at “Y” or irregular “T”
intersections orient to the actual center of the intersection rather than
maintaining a parallel relationship to their streets. (Fig. 51)

• “the street room,” a condition where houses at the end of a long straight street
have a smaller setback, forming a gateway or defined entrance to the block.
Houses along this street have setbacks which increase incrementally so as to
make the space of the street, defined by the house fronts, wider at the center
and narrower at the ends. This widening tends to reduce the sense of the street
as a “corridor” to be hurried through, and enhances the quality of the street as
a “room” in which to reside. (Fig. 50)

• the “axial terminator,” a condition on a dead-end street or “T” intersection
where the house, church or other building is centered on the street forming a
visual termination of the street space. (Fig. 52)

• the “split lot termination,” a condition on a dead-end street or “T” intersection
where the lot lines are centered on the street. This has the effect of letting the
street space continue through the plane established by the fronts of the houses.
Nolen sometimes used this design to establish the place for pedestrian paths
through the streetfront property to a green, park, or tennis court in the middle
of the block. (Fig. 53)

Figure 49. Windsor Farms “as - built” June 1996
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Figure 54. Bus stop at Carey St.
/ Windsor Way overall.

Windsor Way, (Figs. 56 - 60) a one hundred forty foot wide boulevard, is the “front
door” to Windsor farms. The “as-built” condition is slightly narrower (forty-four
feet) than the June 1924 plan which showed an eighty foot wide central median.
The median contains rows of deciduous street trees flanking the one way roads on
each side of the median and a brick walk running down the center of the median
from the bus stop structure at Carey street to the central green at Windsor common.
Neither the June nor November plans for Windsor Farms indicated a powerful
visual termination of Windsor Way. Each plan showed the entry boulevard
terminating at a green space - a ‘hub’ of sorts around which churches, schools, and
shops were clustered.

Figure 58. Windsor Common plan.
November 1924 Windsor Farms;

Figure 57. Windsor Common plan. June
1924 Windsor Farms;

Figure 59. Location of Windsor
Way on November 1921 plan

Figure 55. Windsor Way overall
from November 1924 plan.

Figure 56. View of Windsor Way from Windsor Green
Figure 60. Windsor Way overall
from Bus stop at Carey St. (top)
to Windsor Common. (bottom)
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If Windsor Way is the ‘front door” to Windsor Farms, Wakefield Boulevard is a
symbolic ‘back door’ to the James River. Like Windsor Way, Wakefield Boulevard
falls on the major North-South axis of the plan. Unlike Windsor Way, Wakefield
Boulevard does not directly connect to Windsor Green, originating at the innermost
ring road, Oxford circle and extending South to the outermost ring road, named
Berkshire if one is proceeding in a Westerly direction or Sulgrave if one is
proceeding in an Easterly direction. (Fig. 65) Nolen / Foster’s sensitivity to the rules
of formal axial planning is evident at the intersection between Wakefield boulevard
and Sulgrave Road as a small park with an overlook to the James River. (Fig. 66) A
very similar formal response can be seen in Mariemont where Center Street, the
“back door,” intersects with Miami Bluff road. A small park and extensive stone
pergola overlook the little Miami Valley. (Fig. 31)

In plans for cities across America, Nolen consistently advocated the development of
the edge of the water for public purposes. Both Windsor Farms and Mariemont
accomplish this with overlook parks.

The termination of Wakefield Boulevard at the outermost ring road is also the
location of two historic reconstructed structures. Virginia House, (Fig. 62)
immediately adjacent to the overlook park is a reconstruction of a portion of the
Twelfth Century English priory of the Augustinian Order of the Holy Sepulcher of
Jerusalem constructed in Warwick England in 1109. The Weddell family purchased
the priory and reconstructed it on the Windsor Farms site to house the Virginia
Historical Society in 1929. Immediately adjacent to Virginia House is Agecroft
Hall, (Fig. 63) a Tudor estate house originally built in Lancastershire in the late
fifteenth century. It was purchased in 1925 by Thomas C. Williams, developer of
Windsor Farms, who had the structure dismantled and reassembled in the
development.

Figure 63. Agecroft Hall, a
reconstructed 15th century Tudor

manor house.

Figure 62. Virginia House, a
reconstructed 12th century English

Priory.

Figure 61. Wakefield Boulevard
from Windsor Green (top) to

Virginia House (bottom)

Figure 64. Wakefield Boulevard from Windsor Green looking to Virginia House.

Figure 65. Wakefield Boulevard
from Windsor Green (top) to

Virginia House (bottom) from
November 1924 plan.

Figure 66. Small park at Wakefield
Boulevard terminus overlooking

James River.
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Triangular Greens at Carey Street: (Figs. 67 - 70)

If Windsor Way is the front door to Windsor Farms, the triangular green spaces
resulting from the intersection of Coventry and Exeter Roads and Carey Street are
the side doors. Like many greens in Nolen’s other cities, the intersection leftover at
Coventry & Carey is substantially undeveloped.  When Windsor Farms was planned
Nolen left the triangular space without a labeled use or landscape design. This small
triangular green, shown in the 1924 plan as an essentially undeveloped median,
remains so today, but plays an important role as a visual forecourt for the church
constructed across Carey St. at the Lock Lane. (1949)The church siting as the
visual terminus of Coventry street provides an additional element for orienting or
wayfinding within Windsor Farms.

At the opposite side of Windsor Farms, where Exeter Street, the equivalent diagonal
to Coventry, meets Carey Street, Nolen labeled the leftover median as a park. Today
Exeter Park is a well landscaped introduction to Windsor Farms from Richmond
proper. The parks invitation is muted somewhat by signage indicating the park is for
the use of Windsor Farms residents only.

Carey Street

B
an

bu
ry

Exete
r

Figure 69. Excerpt from the
November 1924 plan showing the

triangular park at the intersection of
Exeter St. and Carey St.

Figure 70. Exeter park at the intersection of Exeter St. and Carey St. today.

Figure 68. North end of Calycanthus Road triangular green at Carey St.

Figure 67. Excerpt from the
November 1924 plan showing the
intersection of Calycanthus St. and

Carey St.

Carey Street

C
aly

ca
nt

hu
s Coventry
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Windsor Common, as we find it today, is similar in size and shape as shown in the
November 1924 plan. The formal garden shown on the plans never materialized, nor
did the shops, tennis courts, or school shown on the revised drawing. The church
was constructed, (1949) but on the right side of the green, on the site where a school
was shown.

The reduction of functions between the June plan and the as-built condition
guaranteed that Windsor Farms would never develop into a small Garden City, but
rather would be a Garden Suburb, incapable of self-support. Given the proximity of
the site to greater Richmond, one wonders if the designer of the June plan had ever
visited the site prior to developing the ambitious program for the neighborhood
center.

The slow build-out of Windsor Farms likely ran into the stock market crash of 1929,
causing extensive reductions in the development of the community functions in the
plan. The post-depression emergence of the automobile contributed to the lack of a
perceived need for a Windsor Farms school, shops, or developed recreation spaces.

Figure 71. Windsor Common from the November 1924 plan showing as-built location of
Grace Baptist Church.

Figure 73. Windsor Common as
built

Figure 72. Windsor Common as
built panorama

Grace Baptist Church
    (looking East)

Windsor Way
        (looking North)

Community Center
Parking

     (looking South) Avon Road
Windsor Common

      (looking West)
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Conclusion:
John Nolen’s planned communities went through a key metamorphosis between
early 1910 and 1921 adding layers of spatial intention to the already topographi-
cally sensitive schemes produced by the firm. The spatial intention, imported from
Unwin and transformed to account for the decreased spatial density of the single
family detached housing type, was implemented primarily through control of street
width and careful attention to landscape - particularly the street trees. The spatial
intent was aimed at developing a hierarchy of “places” to counteract the pervasive
“placeless”  grid-planned neighborhoods common in developing American cities.
The place hierarchy began with a community center having boulevards, open
spaces, and community buildings which were at a much larger scale than the
surrounding residential community. The second order in this hierarchy was the
distribution of public greens and parks along major streets. The third order was the
neighborhood place, a prominently sited house at the end of a street, or a sequential
enlargement of the street setback to make a broader room on the narrow street, or
the re-orienting of the houses away from the orthogonal intersection towards a
diagonal orientation to the center of the intersection. These third order places were
the most difficult to achieve for Nolen, as they would have required a level of
property control that may have been perceived as restrictive to the point of reducing
lot sales.

The images on this page (Figs. 74 - 77) show a glimmer of what an architectural
intention can contribute to these third order places. John Nolen or Philip Foster did
not control the termination of Tomaceee street at Gun Club Road as they did at
many of the intersections in Mariemont, but they did skillfully arrange for a
building lot to fall in the exact center of Tomacee street, making it almost
impossible for the architect or builder of this home to ignore their responsibility for
visually ending the street.

Figure 74. November 1924 plan
showing location of Gun Club Road
axial termination at Tomacee St.

Figure 75. Right. As built view of
Gun Club Road axial termination at
Tomacee St.

Figure 76. Aerial view of Gun Club
Road axial termination at Tomacee
St.

Figure 77. November 1924 plan
excerpt showing lot centering at
Gun Club Road axial termination at
Tomacee St.
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The differences between Mariemont and Windsor Farms is the difference between, a
complete new town providing all of the goods, services, and employment for a self-
contained life,(the Garden City) and a bedroom community adjacent to the services
that support life (the Garden Suburb.) Programmatic distinctions aside, the designs
for both of these developments places a high priority on place-making at the scale
of the development (town center, common green) the district (Mariemont’s
concourse & Dale Park, the historic estates of Windsor Farms) and the neighbor-
hood (axial terminations of streets by houses, attention to housing orientation and
street space at complex intersections.) Nolen and Foster transformed Unwin’s
principles, replacing building mass with trees. Both developments illustrate the
advantages of landscape development as an urban design element. The now-mature
shade trees provide an additional unifying element screening the differences in
houses from the streetspace, and converting the street into a room with columns and
a roof.

Today the design of roads and property plats is typically left to a civil engineer who
optimizes the number of lots, minimizes the lengths of roads. and reduces hierarchy
in an effort to make each lot of equal value. This purely quantitative approach was
the “rule” in Nolen’s time as well. But Nolen and Foster’s ability to artistically
manipulate the quantitative aspects of subdivision design provided for both an
economically viable development, a hierarchy of street width and space and a
design infrastructure that perceptive builders and architects could follow-through
on. The follow through would frequently yield a neighborhood monument that
would thoughtfully enclose, release, or frame the next street picture.

In the end the work of John Nolen and Associates has produced a quietly grounded
urbanism by  integrating landscape architecture, architecture and planning to
produce environments still in high demand that continue to serve as viable models
for high quality commercial and residential development.
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Synopsis:

Roots of American Sustainable Cities:
An Analysis of “as-designed” and “as-built” conditions in John Nolen’s American Garden City

In an age where the dominant relationship between design, planning and development is
cordially discrete and the most promising re-integration of design, planning and development,
the New Urbanism movement is eroding to nostalgic imagery, the work of John Nolen and
Associates between 1915 and 1934 remains as the most inspired example of what the built
environment could have become.

John Nolen (1869 - 1937) was an Harvard trained landscape architect under Charles Eliot who
graduated in abstentia in 1905 to undertake his first commission master planning Independence
park in Charlotte, North Carolina. Between 1905 and his death in 1937, Nolen and his
associates completed over four hundred projects across the United States. These projects
included the following new towns: Kingsport, Tennessee, Mariemont, Ohio andVenice, Florida.
Nolen’s firm also completed regional and master plans for dozens of cities, over fifty five
subdivision plans and hundreds of landscape designs.

Nolen was one of the earliest presidents of the American City Planning Institute, and as an
advisor to the Roosevelt Administration was a major force in the development of the
Subsistence Homestead program which evolved into the Federal Government’s development of
Greenbelt, Maryland, Greendale, Wisconsin and Green Hills, Ohio. His last project was
Penderlea, a self-sufficient town constructed under the Subsistence Homestead Program outside
of Wilmington, North Carolina in 1934. Nolen’s associates distinguished themselves as
designers of Greenbelt, Greendale and Green Hills after leaving the firm following the 1929
stock market crash.

John Nolen was a prolific author, publishing some of the earliest texts on the social, economic
and political structures required to undertake and realize city and regional plans. He was one of
the earliest American planners advocating a “scientific” basis for city planning and actively
applied this to the many city and regional plans his firm was commissioned to complete.

Nolen died of cancer in 1937. He had often cited the design and construction of Mariemont
Ohio as his crowning achievement in design and planning.

This paper will analyze the “as designed” and “as built” conditions in John Nolen
and Associates unique transformation of Garden City principles in projects
completed for Mariemont, Ohio and Windsor Farms, in Richmond Virginia.

The English Garden City movement, advocated by Ebenezer Howard and designed
by Raymond Unwin was one of the earliest reactions to the environmental
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degradation and placelessness of the European Industrial City circa 1900.

The flagship Garden Cities, Letchworth and Welwyn served as laboratory and
prototype for the Garden City principles and conditions illustrated by Raymond
Unwin in “Town Planning in Practice” published in 1909.  The ideal of the Garden

City, as implemented by Ebenezer Howard used common land ownership, limited

profit sales agreements, controls over building size, location, materials and style as

limits on property owners rights to preserve key aspects of the overall place.

John Nolen was one of the earliest American adopters of the Garden City ideal.
Many of the hundreds of new towns and subdivisions his firm designed across the
United States between 1910 and 1934 were developed from Raymond Unwin’s
principles and conditions and transformed to fit the unique cultural landscape of the
emerging American middle class. Place making was one of the central principles of
the Unwin’s Garden City. Place at multiple scales, town, neighborhood, and street
distinguished the Garden City from the monotonous and chaotic land development
patterns found in most cities at the turn of the century.

A unique characteristic of the planned communities and subdivisions of John Nolen

is the design infrastructure supporting place making. Place, in Nolen’s substantially

rural context depends on making a hierarchy of places to anchor town, district, and

neighborhood

Developing place anchors required a design basis for planning at the town and

district scales and at the neighborhood scale it meant rethinking free market

development practices and an individual’s property rights. The Garden City controls

on profit, ownership, and architectural expression would have to be transformed to

meet the American individuals expectation of absolute freedom. Mariemont is the

flagship American Garden City and was developed with some limited profit

properties a broad mix of incomes, a complete community infrastructure linked by

mass transit to Cincinnati’s center and a consistent look and feel resulting from

Nolens recommendations to the developer of a pool of architects of similar outlook.

Windsor Farms would become a further transformation of the Garden City, a hybrid

of  free market property rights overlaid on a design fabric of commonly held

property to achieve the spatial qualities of the American Garden City without the

social controls envisioned by Howard.

It is my hypothesis that in addition to “scientific planning and zoning” Nolen and

his associate Philip Foster established a tacit design framework, found in the design

of streets and lot line locations, leaving almost subliminal suggestions for plan

completion, etched into the legal descriptions in the plats. These “first order” design

controls replaced the onerous regulations that accompanied the Garden City and

could serve as an alternative to the exhaustive development policy controls used

today.


